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U. Senate
votes to
revie-w annual budget
By. MARY

Minimum wage
hiked for
campus jobs

c:. HI-:NKEL

By RITA SCHOENFELD

Managing Editor

University Senate consideration
of Xavier's budget each year was unanimously approved at last· week's
meeting of that presidential advisory
body.
Student Representative Lisa
Maechling proposed this measure,
stating that such budget review
would avoid misunderstanding of
budget changes,. aid budget makers
by allowing them consultation with
different points of view, and allow
different segments of the university a
chance . to comment on changes
directly affecting them.
Faculty, administration· and
students are all represented on University Senate.
Aside from defensive comments
about the tuition increase and
criticism of consultation by nonexperts on the budget from Robert
W. Mulligan, S.J., President, discus.sion centered on determination of
the most practical time for consideration of the budget ..
Pros and cons of ·review early in
the budget-planning process, or later
after its finalization, were raised. It
was finally settled that some time
toward the end of the planning
process, but before the Budget Committe's final decision, would be most
advantageous. Raymond F. McCoy,
Dean of the Graduate School, and
Robert H. Helmes, Dean. of CCE,
questioned the need for University
Senate review.
Confusion prevailed over the
proposal of Student Body President
Mike McCaffrey that a University
Senate Campus Life Study be appointed. It passed nonetheless. The
actual function of this committee, as
McCaffrey already has a ·student
Government' fact-finding committee

U. Senate to
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Xavier News Staff Writer

·.Symmetry

stall photo by PAT SAYRES

Monday's snow left this pattern on
the empty stadium seats.
·. ·

The Federal minimul)1 wage rate
of $2.00 an hour is now in effect for
Xavier University student employees,
marking an increase over the subminimum rate of $1.70 which had
been in effect before March 10.
Over 70% of t.he student
employees will benefit from this
policy change which will also allow
Xavier to be competitive with offcampus employers.
According .to ·Mr. Charles R.
Pollock, Director of Placement and
Student Aid, this change is one of
t\\lo-fold benefit. The student
employees benefit from the elimina•
tion of inequities in the Federal sub!llini~num \\lage system while ·ad-

No other student pay rate increases will be permitted u'ntil Jan. I,
1976, when the minimum wage will
become $2.-20 an hour.
Wages of students who. had been
paid in excess of $2.00 an hour have
not been increased or reduced as a
result of the decision. A reduction in
weekly hours of employment for
College Work Study and Office/ Department employees also is
not anticipated, according. to Mr.
Pollock.
.
However, since the $2.00
.minimum is effective for all student
employees and a $2.20 minimum will
become effective next year, the
system· of job classification on a
higher or lower pay scale and merit
increases for employees will both be

Out of line ";~~arks ~a~e ~;·;:.p;~;;;~:~·c;~~::ing

Black

·Awareness Week upset AASA president Johnson
By MARY C. HENKEL
Managing Editor

Comments addressed to Antonio
Johnson, President of the AfroAmerican Student Association, by
University President Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., in· connection with Mulligan's refusal of a request for funding for Black Awareness Week
(April 7-11) have prompted
questions, to be voiced in a letter
from AASA to Mulligan.
In refusing the $3000 request for
fees and travelling expenses for five
prominent blacks to speak at Xavier,
Mulligan cited the "current
economic depression." He went on
to state. that previous Black
Awareness programs had been
"disappointing since .a few of the
speakers involved seemed to advocate a new kind of racism .... "

Johnson stated that AASA 's reaction was that his "objections are out
of line; first: because they were not
brought up at the time [of previous
programs]." And second because
they imply that "speakers should be
interviewed before the talks, and if
something . they're going to say
doesn't ineet the requirements of the
university, then they shouldn't say
what they feel. I don't think this is
right. No one in the world accepts
everything a speaker has on his
program .... "
"The first paragraph" refusing
funds "was enough," Johnson
pointed out. "It seems like what he's
saying is that he expects speakers to
come in and say what he wants to
hear."
Johnson "personally thought that
the President's rejection of the

program· might affect unfavorably
Student Senate's action" on any
fund request in connection with
Black Awareness Week that might
. be submitted to them.
In connection with the refused
fund request, Johnson said that he is
"checking out" his understanding of
the fact that "supposedly the President has his own fund which he
allocates to special programs. To
date, I don't personally know of any
programs that have been held that
would take up that money."
·
In 1972, Johnson noted, there was
a $1500 grant made for Black
Awareness Week. "I believe Fr.
O'Connor was president thenwhether that has something to do
with it or not I don't know."
Though Black Awareness Week
will be held this year as scheduled,

the refusal of special project funds
from the president will make it impossible to bring in the following:
Dr. Yosef Ben-Jochanaan, founder
of a remedial education program at
Harlem Prep, New York, an African
anthropologist; Dr. Frank W. Hale,
Jr., Associate Dean of the Graduate
School at Ohio State; Dr. Joseph
White, Professor, College of Community Culture, University of
California: Dr. Frances Cress
Wilson, Department of Pediatrics,
Howard University, Washington,
D.C.; Awusus Saduki, economist,
former univeristy president; and
Lerone Bennett, Senior Editor of
Ebony magazine, writer, black·
historian, politician and author of
The Shaping of Black America and

Before the Mayflower.
Out to

the game.you can never win

By RICHARD BURKE
Xavier New• Staff Writer

Our subject sits motionless save an
occasionally flicked finger and
spasmodic body twitches. His face is
void of expression-the surrounding
humanity, the jukebox cacophony,
muttered and not-so-muttered
curses, and the omnipresent dingding-ding daunt him not as his entire
being focuses upon the fate of a silver

orb.
A guru, a mystic, an exorcist? Nay
to all, the 'man is a pinball addict, one
of millions throughout the land. Still
watching, we see his face, distorting
wi.th ruge as he leaps to his feet,
screams an ·obscenity and heftily
kicks . the machine. Our man has
tilted. Yet; before his machine has
settled in . its tracks· he pops in
another dime and sits back to play
again.
What drives him, I wonder, to toss
away dime after dime for the
~atisfaction of a point total? I ask

one particularly ·fanatical-looking scores as many points as possible,
player working one of the machines with the aid of two flippers. It sounds
in the Games Room and he tells me
rather basic, I know; but there is ·a
. it's his escape from reality, a sub- definite skill involved. Perhaps this
stitution for the mother's love he
lends to its popularity, along with
never had. He has more to say but · the fact that the only physical rel've left-the fool is probably up to .. quirement is hand-eye coordination.
five dollars a day.
The games come and go, about
Seeking saner company I find the
two per semester, depending on their
proprietor, Larry Clements, and in- . popularity. "SJ:Ierifr' is a perennial
quire as to what is transpiring. Not favorite and the granddaddy oft hem
entirely certain himself, he ventures all, but unfortunately its production
that it provides an outlet for tension.
has been suspended and our model is
This sounds much more acc"ptable, getting rather old.
as anyone who plays can sense a cerWhat makes one game more poplain amount of it in the air.
ular than the next, you may ask. Free
. At present, the X. U. Games Room
balls a·re a big attraction, the .forte of
has five machines, concentrated un- "OXO" and "Amigo."·High-scoring
der an illustrated. wall for which · games and complex gimmickry
Larry takes credit. The games, while sweeten the pot as well. And to the
sharing a basic concept, are differen- seasoned players, games which score
tiatcd by targets, tunnels, bumpers well if played properly, and which
and other such frivolities. The basic don't tilt too easily are popular. The
concept is, of course, that a ball is in- games now featured, with "Big ln- Sophomore Frank Bernardi, self-styled plnball.wizard, holds what Is believed
. troduced at the top of the machine dian" and "Boomerang" rounding to be the current record on the OXO pinball machine in the Games Roomand before it rolls to the bottom one
Pinball to page 12 307,940.
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Finally

this week

At long last, the News has
found Dave the Cokeman

in the news
Consortium names

post

Dr. Ralph L.Pearson is the new, and first, Executive Director of the
Greater Cincinnati Consortium of Colleges and Universities
'(GCCC&U), it was announced by Rev. R. W. Mulligan, S.J., president
of the GCCC&U and of Xavier University. The appointment is effective immediately.
As Executive Director of the GCCC&U, Dr. Pearson will, among
oth.er duties: study the participating institutions with a view towards
developing ways in which they can cooperate more closely; meet with
members of the faculty, administration and student bodies of the participating institutions and discuss with them possible manners of .
cooperation; develop procedures whereby cooperation between in- ·
stitutions can be carried out effectively; seek funding from public and
non-public sources for consortium activities; and send monthly
progress reports to the governing board.
The Greater Cincinnati Consortium includes: The Athenaeum of
Ohio, Cincinnati Technical College, College of Mount St. Joseph,
Edgecliff College, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion,
Miami University, Northern Kentucky State College, St. Thomas Institute, Thomas More College, University of Cincinnati, and
Xavier.

Scholarship

could send you to France

The Alliance Francaise of Cincinnati has announced its 1975
scholarship competition for study in France. This award, a grant-inaid, is available to any Xavier undergraduate or graduate student who
has completed at least two years of schooling beyond the secondary
level in institutions in Cincinnati or in its immediate vicinity. Evidence
of the intention to study in a recognized institution of higher learning
in France must be presented. The amount of the grant will be determined by the Scholarship Committee of the Alliance Francaise of Cincinnati.
All applications should be received by the Chairman of the
Scholarship Committee on or before April I, 1975. His address is:
Prof. Joseph E. Bourgeois, Chairman, Scholarship Committee,
Alliance Francaise of Cincinnati, 1530 Dana Avenue, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45207.
·

Montessori Program branches out
Xavier University's Montessori program, already nationally
known for its pioneering in the training of Montessori teachers, recently achieved another distinction when it was appointed by the Cincinnati Community Action Commission as the delegate agency for the
operation of Parents and Children, a federally-supported· (HEW)
facility at 34 Green Street in the Over-the-Rhine area of downtown
Cincinnati. .
This brand new facility will ~ccomodate 120 black and Appalachian
children ages six weeks to five years, in a pioneer plan to help area
parents develop greater parenting skills.
The chief goal of the Parent-Child Center is to involve parents totally in activities that will enhance their role as the primary influence in
their children's development and education.
Xavier's Montessori faculty, headed by Ramona Drennan, Director
of Xavier's Montessori Program, will be responsible for the operation
of the Center. Center Director, Michael Kalinowski, recently appointed by Xavier, has been actively involved in community affairs
and in the academic community at Amherst, Massachusetts, where he
has recently been completing his doctoral-studies. Xavier Montessori
students will serve a portion of their internship at the Parent-Child
Center.
This inner-city,program is a part of a coniinuing drive by Xavier's
Montessori School to expand the Montessori education method to
children in public and private schools, from birth to the seco~dary
grades.
·
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.Ms. Susan Onaitis, assistant
·
Sunday March 16,
Successful PR

By BOONE KIRKMAN
Xlwltr NIWI Sgff Writ.,

Just like a nickel can't buy a coke
any longer, there aren't many men
like David Wunderlich. The beer,
coke and popcorn vendors are people that many take for granted, but
"Dave the Cokeman" is one who
always has a place of honor in
Cincy-at least at XU.
Last week we reported that Dave
had missed his first Xavier basketball game in 24 years. The fans in the
stands may have 'been a little dry that
nite, because Dave is Cincinnati
Concession's man in the stands. ·He
sells coke, and probably has sold
more than the Hilltop Singers.
This may not seem out of the ordinary for those who don't know
Dave, but when one considers that
he is 80 years old, with a 4' II" frame
and negotiates the steps better than
.some people 30 years younger than
he, you begin to see why Dave is a
special person.
The reason for Dave missing that
game last Monday was that he had to
take his sister to the hospital for an
emergency. His sister is doing well
and Dave ·was back "hustling" his
coke Wednesday, at XU's final contest of the season, with Cleveland
State.
"I just like to do it; like the peo·
pie," is why Dave says he hustles. At
the Cleveland State game business
was slow and it was not really worth
·the effort. Besides Xavier, Dave
· vends at the Zoo and local fairs,
some in Kentucky. The boss takes
Dave over to those far away dates in
the "machine."

Dave has no thoughts of retire·
ment. In fact when the word retire
comes up Dave answers categorically. "never." He is an iron man to the
.end. When he did the wrestling
matches at the Gardens· Dave carried
as many as 4 cases of beer into the
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• Cred.illilily .tour 'ninieJ is a inily nO:n-iKo111 corporation (i.e. a public service orpniution).
·' • Our eost'\s exceptionally low -'-$30 loi1he first yur and $10 per year therutter. fW lower·that we know oQ •.
• We hiVe spent a year with. much prolessionalassisllnce to create a hilhly efficient and· valid matchin& systtm. T..
whole idU is NOT ID supply datesto lonely people (who may be lonely lor auod re11on?), but *' provide the chlnce to 111111
.many people desirable to eac~.appliclnt (which would be slltistically nurly impossible by "conventional" ways of-tile
people),
.
.
.
•
. • .T~is matchin& i~ l!ll.de possible by a ~plex questionnaire and 1 suitable personality inventory which allows each :
., appliCant to be asstr111pntoremtma1n requ1rtments lora prospective pertner.asdesired Thii-IIIIICtiJ wllltll
sars ...farrell to peoplt n.at -thw tilt requi-ntUI each epplicant """"won't occur.
•We supply w11h ourde1J1Ied referrals !SUPIIIYinlma~y perti!"ntdetails)twopicturesoleachprospeclive pertner,onea
portrait and the ol~r a lull (S11nd1111) f)H:ture Ill el111111111e m1sreprt~~nlltions of hei&hl and weiahl. and to provide 1111·
n!!Cissary 111lurmation of :'whallhe person loolis like,"
•
. • We. further IIIJIIire pe1$0nal interviews of allapplicaflb *'better ensure honesty of responses*' questionnaire anilper.
sonelily 11ven1Dry dati. .· ·
·
• Two thirds' refund of initial fee is returned to'any applicant nat satisfied with our service, wijhin the first etlhtmonllsor
·use of lhe 11rv1te,
· •
.
•
• We have a very accessible location, located in lfli larlf, white office buildinasot Euculive Park allhe inle111Ctklnof I·
275 and Ro~le 42 (Ill Mason-Shlronville exitj.
··

Our procedure for membership is as follows: All you need do is supply your name address
and pho~ numbe~, and. if!dicate that you wish to have us send you the forms. We Send you
our de.~Jied questionnaire ~long with the psychological inventory and let you evaluate our
capabJhty yourself. If you w1sh to become a subscriber, you should fill in the information on
the automatically·scored answer sheets, and mail them back to us in the stamped self·
addressed envelope. (If. you do not use them, you should return them to us.) . '
Phone us .tor further tnformation. !There is no obliaation, as was mentioned.) All calls are
treated confident11lly: lf.you call d~rinR non-office hours, we will return your call

them.)

•

.::.···

All the work he does is on commission so the money's ri_ot' that great
Dave wunderli.ch: !;I Just ilke to .do It; like the people!'
.
.
.
·'
.. ··
even at other places, but it's a good
way to "keep .informed" and active.
that he is able to coiltinue. It also
This is what's important to Dave.
. stands.
keeps him healthy, he;states. That
In his youth Dave worked at Dan
In his earlier years Dave was quite statement no · 'one can dispute
Cowen's Shoe Store in Hamilton, a basketball.player. "I used to play at because Dave is as.sliarp:as anyone.·
"They're out of ·business now. 1 the YMCA ... The Hamilton All- He displays a genuine wit and has a
worked there a couple years. I never Stars is what we called ourselves~ I · memory for hundreds of stories,
hustled in those days.·" After the shoe played left forward ... they've chang- limericks, and jingles. business Dave went into "hustling," edthe whole game since then," Dave
So, with his ·night's work finished
starting out at ballparks. "I finally commented. Offensives, defenses,
i:ones, fouls, free throws are at the field house Dave put on his hat,
got into it, .. in Hamilton, with the
Hamilton Krebs, .·(an old Semi-Pro something )'we didn't have in those sweater and overcoat. His report on
Baseball team), Erine Deal and all days," Dave continued, but he said the evenings business was "... no
thar he still gets a "thrill out of it," ·good," but he added that "lgotta let
them; Carl Weller-pitching, Ivy
Wingle catching, they phiyed the and likes it more than football, 'em know I was here anyway." TrueReds once," rememberl)d Dave, "the which to his mind is kind of boring. ly a dedicated hustler, down to the
Reds beat em 2-1." Those were the .. ·•~The Cokeman" has a positive end. "I:he people were good to him in
days.
. opinion of people. He thinks thai' the stands even though they didn't
The old Gaiety Burlesque House .the fans · are good just, about buy much Coke that night·:: He said
. was also the sight of D~ve:s v~nliing. . everywhere, and that the Xavier fans· he shook more hands than·he'had in
The Gaiety is now gone·, just like · •a're OK. Of course there· are always a long time, niany· ~ople ~~ying,
many other places Dave ha~ hustled .· s~nie that give him a bad time, but he. "goodbye till next season." ·

·Here are ·s9me of our strong points:

-

pays no attention to a huffy fan and
tries to keep out of his way as much
as possible. Dave just moves at his
own pace and if that's not good ·
enough for a fan, "tough luck,
Charlie."
Fans continually ask him how, at
80, he climbs the steps and moves
around as much as he does. Dave
feels· that it's because he is used to it

throughout the years. He has outlasted most.
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editors and do not represent the views of the ad·
ministration, faculty, and student body of Xavier
unless specifically stated,
·
The Newa is published weekly during the school
year except during vacation and examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207, Subscriptions are $5,00peryear. TheNewa
was entered as second class matter October 4,
1946, at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3, 1879.
. ·Letters. submitted to the NIWI lor publication

must carry signature and address of writer.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any
letter and limit frequent writers,
Main offices, first floor, University Center
Building. News-editorial telephone: (513) 745·
3561. Advertising telephone: (513) 745-3431.
Editor • .. .. . • .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. John Lechlelter
Managing Editor .' ..•... , ...•.. Mary C. Henkel
Advisor ............. , • , , • .. . .. .. James Cahill
Business Manager , •..• , .... , .•.. , Jack Jeffre
Associate
.. Paul Ranieri

Associate Editor •. ; .. • .. .. .. .
Laglneas
Arts Editor ........ , ............... Anita Buck
Sports Editor : .. ..... , ............ Tom Usher
Photo Edilor ...... , .. , ... , ..... , ... Pat Sayres
Production Manager . , .....•. , ••.. Don Barker
Circulation Manager . , ..•. , .... : . . Tim Lynch
Art Director ............. , ...... Carol Jacober
Copy Editor .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. Joyce Schreiber
Assistant to lhe Editor ••..•..• , • Bob Feldhaus
Columnist ........................ Toni Flynn
.Columnist ...... , . .. . .. .. .. • .. . Lerry Sheehe

. ....................... GordonBartell,
Frank Bernardi, Richard Burke, Jerry Cox, Ron
Cserbak, Steve Cummings, Shannon Flynn, Kathy
Folio, Jack Fr111ckhauser, Pel Freeley, Deborah
Guton, Bill H~l. Bob Hinkley, Fred Jorgenaen,
Boone Kirkman, Mary Knight, Rey l,ebowaki, Pat
Lynch, Kevin McGrew, Steve MoMr, Tom Petre,
Marcia Pleacla, Tim Ranaghllll, Trecey Robaon,
Sten Saunier, Den Shick, Rite Schoenfeld, Jl)hn
Schuler, Dlene Sentner, Millon Sprowl, Geyle
Bruno
John Stevie, Jim

Dybicz' resignation official

Mardi Gras results presented
. Marty Dyhic7. officially resigned
from Student Senate at the March 5
meeting. He noted that the word on
.the resignation was already out and
that he wanted to briefly explain his
reasons.
He provoked laughte·r by remarking that he had many recent models
.to tlraw on concerning resignation.
Dyhici doesn't "like the way things
arc going" in Senate, and feels he has
been categorized and "people don't
listen" to his views. He rejected his
detractors' claims of a power elite
controlling student life as "off the
wall." The possibility ·of running for
President is definitely out for him,
he said.
Dybicz had some comments on
the general state of Senate, also:
that it isn't "as serious as the senators
make · it," and that it can serve
students; that Senate shouldn't fight
itself as it did during his term. He ob-

jected to the use of .. the federal
government as a metaphor, since the
situations are "not comparable." He
said he enjoyed his time on Senate.
He was especially pleased with the
Decem her demonstration, and he
wished luck to the rest of the Senate.
Social Committee ch<iirmcn Doug
McGrath reported to the Senate on
the financial results of Mardi Gras.
Senate had authorized a $1469 sub· sidy to cover the difference between
receipts and expenses, hut McGrath
determined that, pending final bills.
the subsidy necessary would he only
$825. ·
Reasons for the difference. were
that expenses for mixers for. both
. nights \vere $403 below the expected
level. and ticket and poster costs will
probably be lower than anticipated.
Security and cafeteria· rental for
Saturday night are expected to be. ·
above budget. A detailed report will
be issued when all expenses are
known, l:!ut due to ab()vc-expect~<l

For THURSDAY, MARCH 13

French Club. "Meyer's Wine Cellar
Visit." ·
·
·

Lenten Lecture Series. "The
Resurrection · o( Jesus," 7:30 in
Bellurmine.
Auto Mechanics Course. 2:30 in
Breen Lodge.
Blarney Stone Days:. Tug of War.
"Big Time 'Wrestling," Night at
Fights.
Xll Basketball Banquet. Carrousel
Inn, 6 p.m.
Women's Self Defense Class. 9:30 in
Ku.hlman Lounge.

attendance. the full suhsidy will not
be necessa rv.
Rich Ru~so announced that he is
organi1.ing an ad hue. constitution
committee. independent of Senate .
to submit a new constitution for student referendum approval in April.
He explained that he is forming the
• committee because the Senate committee has as yet been ineffective.
Tony Maffia has set the times for
student/senator forums. Each.
senator will appear once a month, on
Tuesdays; locations wijl vary ..
Media at Xavier, a national
women's Communica.tion Arts
Association branch, applied for
recognition as a university organization. The objections to the group
'centered on rules prohibiting
freshmen and those with less ti1an a
3.0 ave·rage. It was noted that only
definite CA majors arc allowed (the
non-frosh rule), and that the
·national group requires the 3.0 rule.
It was recognized,-9-3-1.
·

•For TUESDAY, MARCH 18

Kodak Art Exhibit.
Self 'Defence Class. Kuhlman
Grad School Foreign Language . Lounge at 9:30.
Paddleball Singles.
E:r.:am and fortran E:r.:am, 2 p.m.
Breen Lodge/Pied •. Piper Film Debate Team Meeting. 7-9 in the
Regis Rm.
Festival. 7•11 in the Terrace Rm:
Sailing Club Meeting~ 7-9 in the
Fordham Rm.

For SATURDAY, MARCH 15

For MONDAY, MARCH 17.
St. Patrick's. Day. Parade. Downtown.
•
.
·.
Kodak Art Exhibit. University
Center Lobby, 17-21.
PRSSA Meeting. 7:00 in the Hearth
Rm.

For FRIDAY, MARCH 14
Blarney Stone Days
Cafeteria, 10-2 a.m.

to ·senate

Dance.

Pinball
from page.1

All kinds of people ptay, all types.of ·
emotions are released, and anything
can happen. ·While researching this
out the field, all seem to play fairly article I was cautioned to beware of
magnets activa.ted in ce.rtain
well.
"Is there pride at stake?" I ask machines from time to time. I've seen
Larry. "Do you keep gam·e records?" · people regard their !!cores as a perApparently false pride, I'm in- sonal . insult delivered by the
formed, as high scores became machine, playing until satisfied that
prevalent under the practice and they've taught it a lesson. Yet what
their authenticity became more can you expect from a sport
questionable. Yet this too is part of that claims that'its largest following
the. -~ppeal of pinball-its zaniness. comes from truck drivers'!

For WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19
Noon · movie starring Charlie
Chaplin, II :30-1:-30.
Danforth Brown Bag Lunch. I :30 in
Breen Lodge).

Well, game records are· a thing of
the past, but there is an annt,~al tournament here to derive a true champion of sorts. This year's comes up
after Easter and flyers should be up
soon. So if you play, come on out
and test your skills; if you don't play,
come try your luck (rememberthere's a distinction!). After all,
where else in 'today's world can one
physically and verbally abuse, and
occasionally domjnate; such a complex mechanism for a mere ·dime'!

Can
ana priest
ma~Bil

diiiBrBDCB?

In Italy, in the 1800's a
poor priest met a boy of the
streets. At that time there were
thousands of such boys in
Turin ... hungry, homeless and
without hope.
But what could dne priest
do? Without money. Without
support. Without even a
building to house them.
But Father John Bosco did make a difference. He founded
the first community that was dedicated primarily to youth. With
a program of play, learn and pray he brought the boys from the
streets back to God and gave them a means of earning their
living. From such humble beginnings a movement began that
now reaches around the world ... a movement ~hat has touched
the lives of millions of youngsters- th~ children of
St. John Bosco. ·
Today over 22,000 Sales tans carry on his work in 73
countries.. A family of community-minded men who help to build
a better world by preparing young boys to be good citizens for
both God and country. Saleslans serve as teachers, coaches,
1
counselors , parish priests and missionaries. You see, one priest
can make a big difference.

r--.... -·------.,I
I
I SalniiDI ~:x~9.J~~NR:c~~~~~
I
I
I
For more inlorm•tlon.abolit Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mall this. coupon to: .

Room C· 136

Fllher JoHPII M1Het, I.D.I.

N.Y. 10802

I

1 am Interested In the Priesthood

0

0

Brotherhood
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Your current Job

-

~

Spring or Summer Vacation

.·in New Orleans?

Stay at the

OLD 'l'CWX VILLA
.~

... and save money.'

Intimate French Quarter villa restored to meet your every need. Tour·
ist apartments by the week starting from $100. All feature new _private
baths and kitchen facilities. Stay in the heart of the fabulous French Quarter
and SAVE MONEY! Send for free brochure.

JOIN
THIS
CAST of
CHARACTERS
on

616 Ursuline St. New Orleans, La. 70116 AC(504) 522-1793

THE FLYING
DUTCHMAN
of SPACE
TONIGHT
on

WVXU-FM 91.7 .

IVV\AAN

Big Discounts!
Save up to $3.00!

10:30 P.M.
Captain Dehn
Lynne Wa Cho
John Seaton
Lars Larson
Dr~ Terell
Admiral Hapten

Gustav

Records

Gustavsc~n

WANTED:

IF YOU CAN'T (nVB HER THE MOON
AND STARS, GIVE A DIAMOND

One Xavier'News
Editor for 1975-76

You'd give her the mdon. But you're not
an .astronaut. So give he.r the moon
and the stars in the gift of a diamond.
One precious jewel; glowing with thousands of
fiery lights, will express from its d .. ptha
the deep love you feel.

Interested persons should ·
pick up guidelines for
preparation of an editorial
policy at the University
Center Information Desk
and submit an editorial
policy by ·Friday, March 21.
Applicants will be interviewed during the week of
March 23. ·

DISCOUNT
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS
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Top artists!
Major labels!

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

Come early for best selection!
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
For an encore: IIMerry Wives''
The Communiversity Theater
seems almost to be forming itself
into a company. Four Roberta leads
have returned merely to sing in the
chorus, and several members of the
Baby Grand Opera Company (which
presented Pasatieri's "Calvary" here
at Bellarmine last Holy Week) are
working together in Wives. The majority of the artist/technicians who
put together Roberta have returned
Wi\•es is based on the to Wives. even expanding their efShakespearean play of the same forts. All this is indicative of Comname, relating further exploits of muniversity's peculiar excellence, an
jocular, aging lecher Sir John excellence evidently owed to hard
Falstaff. Otto Nicolai composed the work and limitless enthusiasm, as
opera in 1849. It really belongs to the opposed to some professional
school of Viennese operetta; while groups which offer effortlessly
demanding excellent voices, as flawless, and thus lifeless, perforalmost the whole is sung, Wives yet mances.
Naturally. for Wivesas for Roberhas a light quality stemming from its
comic matter. The opera is not often ta, Clifford Barnes and Otto Kvapil
performed, and only two recordings are producing and directing, respechave been made. neither in English. tively. Constantine Soriano is again
The Communiversity production Music Director, and has put
thus offers the rare opportunity of together an orchestra of Cincinnati
seeing good opera performed by a Community and Youth Orchestra
rather inspired, semi-professional people, plus musicians from Cincingroup of people, at minimal expense nati Conservatory of Music and
and hassle.
Xavier. Brother Jerome Pryor,
The Xavier Coll)muniversity
Thea.ter's comic opera The Merry
Wives of Windsor promises to be
just as exciting and innovative as
Roberta last fall. Producer Dr. Clifford Barnes and Director Ofto
Kvapil have .again bound together
the resources of the Xavier and Cincinnati communities into a lavishly
economical production.

,,

chairman of the Fine .Arts department. has designed sets to fit the
stage turntable, in predominating
greens, browns and golds. T. Evan
Lane. Xaiver's resident Technical
Director, has created for Wives
special lighting and other effects.
Salli LoveL'arkin, who coordinated
Rohena costuming, has designed
costumes for Wives. Choreographer
is Bobby Ziegler, who works with the
Cincinnati Symphony Kinderconc'crts, and apparently has planned fantastic happenings for the
climactic Windsor Forest scene.
Auditions for Wives were so
successful that the production largely has been double-cast, one cast performing Friday evening and Saturday afternoon; the other, Saturday
night and .Sunday matinee. Demand
for Roberta tickets was so great that
the Saturday matinee has been added to help accommodate the crowds.
Do purchase· tickets early;. the box
office will be open, next to the
Theater, every weekday afternoon
from one to five. Tickets with student ID are $1.50 each; faculty and
staff, $2.50; outsiders, $3.50.

"Crime and
~~
Punishment"
I Earn_$$$
~~~ playing our a success
~
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MAMA'S.PIZZERIA
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RESTAURANTAND.COCKTAIL
LOUN.
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SHERMAN AVE. AT MONTGOMERY RD.
NORWOOD
_DIRECTLY OPPOSITE SURREY SQUARE SHOPPING
CENTER
.
OPEN 10:30 ti112:30 Monday thru Friday
1:00 p.m. ti112:30 a.m. Saturday 8r. Sunday
DINNER SERVED UNTIL 1 0:00 p.m. DAILY
PIZZAS Ia SANDWICHES SERVED UNTIL 2:30 a.m.
WE ARE JUST & MINUTES AWAY FROM XAVIER

~

I

· PIZZA PIZZA

·I
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.· :..

~

~

. ~~~

I

I

~~~ . ME:.~:' LA.~~:
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SMALL

•
::::

$.30

MEDUIM
$ 45

~

I

~~

LARGE

•

$.50

:;::

I::~

DINNER SPECIALTIES
PASTAS·

-~

;:;:

::::

Carryout

~
::::
::::

Spaghetti with meat sauce .............................. :.
Spaghetti with meat balls .. ~ ..............................
Spaghetti with white Italian clam sauce ...................
Ravioli (Homemade) ......................................
Mostacioli 'with meat balls ...........................•....
no meat balls ............................. : ....
Lasagna ..........................·.........................

1~~1
:;::
::::
::::
:·:·
::::
~

!;~

.

$1.65
$1.65
$2.25
$2.25
$1.95
$1.65
$2 25

.

Dinin1 room
$2.25
$2.95
$3.35
!~&.Q
$2.95
$2.25
$3 so

.

Dinners include salad and garlic bread.
(creamy Italian, Fr·ench, Thousand Island)
(Blue Cheese 10C extra)
·

:·~

:~~
~

··•
~
~

Steak - includes tomato sauce, cheese
onions· an d tomatos ..................................... $1.65
Gondola.- assortment of Italian Junchmeat,
cheese': tomato sauce, tomatos,
.
and omons ............................................. $1.65
Italian Sausage sandwich
(hot and spicy) ......................... ; ............... $1.65
Meatball Hoagy with or without cheese .................... $1.65
Mushrooms extra ....... : . ................. .' ........... $.45

·~ll

;:;
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FOR CARRYOUT ORDERS
5

I
~

FREE
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$1.65
$1.65
$1.65
. $1.65

DEuv'::~~~~ t~L~~:.ER DORMs

ON ORDERS OF $10.00 OR MORE.
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PEPPERONI SAUSAGE GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS
MUSHROOMS OLIVES TOMATOS ANCHOVIES
EXTRA CHEESE EXTRA SAUCE

l~l
:~:l

the •

.~

. ·I··

EACH ITEM EXTRA

~

I

I

PLAIN - SAUCE • MOZARELLA CHEESE

I.I

i~

. ' .······················-···-·······-···-·-·-···-·-·-·. ······•;e;•.······································.

You can earn llmltleu
commlulons this spring or
summer-selling Symphony
subscriptions In Greater
C.lnclnnatl areas which we
know already respond
enthusiastically to C.S.O.
cqncert preientatlons. The
Cincinnati Symphony leads
the entire nation of major
symphony orchestras In In·
creasing series subscription
sales. Join the action, and
earn lots of $$$.
Extra dividends for top
salesmen Include FREE
(hard-to-get) tickets for
CSO concerts. You all get to
meet CSO musicians and
staff-and you therefore join
In the dynamics of a glorious
musical enterprise. 1
Mon. thru Fri., 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., PHONE the PR office
at the Symphony, 621-1919,
to arrange for an interview .
THE REWARDS ARE ALL
YOURS. II!

80th Anniversary Season

A classic novel often suffers in the
transition between the printed page
and the attempts of dramatists to put
it on stage or screen. The best examples that come to mind are the
many dramatic bastardizations of
Wuthering Heights. Edgecliff
College Theatre, however, has
generally avoided the pitfalls of a
· novel's dramatization with . their-production of Leo Brady's script for
Doestoevsky's .Crime and Punish-

ment.

Brady faced a monu~ental task in
making the mammoth classic into a
living piece oftheatre,and in the case
of as cerebral a work as Crime and
Punishment, at least partial failure
must . be· considered a given.
Nevertheless, in spite of paring the
plot down to its basics, and reassigning roles to various characters, the
script is still able to carry most of the
major themes of the novel, albeit in
more simplistic fashion. The only
glaring error is in the script's handling of the. ending, where
Raskolnikov's confession, in the interests of good theatre, perhaps is
give~ a different flavor that is totally
forcagn to the spirit of the novel's ending. Tom Costello, in an otherwise
capa~le performance, unfortunately
falls anto the trap the script has laid
for him, making Raskolnikov's confession almost an act of selfassertion rather than humble
purification.

a review
The acting is generally of a very
high level. The most outstanding
performance is by Xavier gradJoh.n
Gutting as Svidrigailov. With
touches of wry humor he makes
his character the kind of villian you
love to hate. David Edwards as Porfiry Petrovich is most effective, especially in his scenes with
Raskolnikov. where both. actors
seem to dni w the best out of each
other. Kim Osgoode~s Dounia is 1i bit
st.iff, but still performed with the
k1nd of assurance and presence
shown in 11-!i.HIIIiance. Michelle
O'Connor, in attempting to portray
the anguish of a woman turned to the
streets in· dcsparation, som'etimcs
drops the volume level too low for
understanding. Marc Nelson, as the
maid Nastasia, adds some lively
humor, but suffers from the ·urge to
change <~ccents in the middle of a
scene.
ICalerNtwt

Without the Film· Society, movies at Xavier are in
By GA 'VLE STAYTON

volved in the Film Society since her
Junior year in high school, as to why
the Society is no longer viable.
According to Niehaus, six years
ago the Film Society was one of the
most ·active· and profitable
organizations on campus. Student
support was strong. In 1969 the
Society netted approximately. S1200.
Since this time, however, both support and funds have sharply declined.
·

X•llr N - llaft Wlltef

How ~n the loss of a good t.hing
pass by without notice? The X. U.
Film Society has slowly, quietly faded into extinctness, taking with it
quality, cheap entertainment. This is
a great loss. Where else can one find
movies of acclaim shown for$1.00 or
less, and o.nly a· three minute wall(.
from the dorms?
· The News questioned Therese
Niehaus, a senior who has been in-

A variety of reasons are responsi-

''Sheila Levine is Dead and Living in
New York" ... and the sooner
"Sheila's" forgotten, the better.
Perhaps if I give you my version of
how I think "Sheila Levine" was
produced you'd have a better insight
as to whether to see it or not.
Paramount blended, and not too
thoroughly at that, · an insanely
depressing plot, several desperate
attempts at being morally human in
N.Y.C., the shortcomings incurred
thereof, less than mediocre direction
and cinematography, plus an overdose of melodramatics- enough to
n.::arly kill Sheila and more than
enough to kill the picture.

She.ila's
d·ead
alright

There are several viewpoints from
which to critique 'this film. Unfortunately, none of them are to its advantage.
The acting is fair considering the
roles. Jeannie Berlin, of "Heartbreak
Kid,'' plays Sheila, a creative
creative-job-hunter in a just-movedin New York apartment complete
with a loosely daft roomate, in
several senses. Berlin is not a bad actress but has an innately bad role in
this film. To be trite, we might say
she did the best with what she had to
work with, which, if you haven't

a review

0

0

Short Supply

0

ble for this decline. In 1969 fewer
Because of this lack of interest on
cars and television sets were owned . both the viewing and organizational
by the students. The films presented levels, a severe financial problem
by the Society were a convenient and arose for the Film Society. Films are
welcome form of entertainment. To- more expensive to rent than one
day so many forms of diversion are would imagine, especially the more
available that the movies are recent films that were obtained to try
forgotten. Not only did the Society to 'rally support .. The liquidation of
lose movie patrons, but also people the Film Society is a direct result of
willins to work and organize the this financial difficulty.
Film Society itself.· According to
However, this loss does not mark
Niehaus, at least six ·enthusiastic, the end of films on campus. Student
hardworking people are necessary to Senate plans to take over the
efficiently run the Societ,y.
schedulingoffilmsnextyear. Unfor-

tunately this means that there.will be
no films shown at X.U. until the
1976-17 school year, for March and.
April are the months in which it is
necessary to order the movies for
next year. If there are going to be
films next year somebody has to do
something about it now.
Niehaus noted that perhaps Student Senate could undertake the
p~nriing of niovies thiS year or
perhaps with eno!Jgh student interest
the Film Society could be reinstated.
Time, however, is running·short.

picked it up yet, wasn't much.
We see Sheila prove that true love
is triumphant and that sex for the
fun of it unhappily leads nowhere.
Do you detect some overused
themes? I guess the theme didn't
come across too clearly to me (if
those were it the picture is worse
than I'd suspected), nor did the actual film.
The sepia-toned film served only
to deepen the audience's frustrating
depression. At ·times I thought the
film was produced in a "Photo-Mat"
location with editor Lizzy Borden
working every· shift. (Take note
future editors- a) how not to do it, b)
don't forget to focus the lens.)
Throughout the movie I felt the
audience saying, "Get on with it!" To
our dismay we see that "getting on"
with nothing is difficult if not impossible. With no apparent relevancy or direction, the film ends with an
unanswered proposal to marriage.
That's the real grabber folks. Not
only could they make a film with no
theme, they made one with no ending!
As the credits roled up the screen I
sincerely searched for some. I'd be
damned if I ·could find one.
By KEVIN M. MCGRAw · Jeannie Be~lln, left, Ia Sheiia In "ShellaLevlnela Dead and Living In New York."
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HIROPRACTI

A Dyna•ic lind . T~

...~!~~!=.~~..

For information on career opportunities within h Chiropractic
Profession fill in and mail to: Chiropractic Career, W.milton County
Chiropractic Association, Suite 207, 1.0948 R.......... Cincinnati,
Ohio, 45241.

NAME •••••. , •••.••••• ,.,., •.•• ·•••••••..• ~ •••..•••.••••••.
ADDRESS:

STREET, •••••••••••••••••• , ••••• , •• -•.•••••• ,,.

CITY •.•••• ,., .•.•• , .••.•.•. ZIP ••..•••• , ••••
PHONE NO .•••.•

I

•••••••••••••••••••••

~

•••••••

COLLEGE ATTENDING ••••••••• ,Grad. Date ••••• ,

Oranf• IJ/o~~om

Exclusively Herschede's

Part of
the

Ask About Our Student Purchase Plan

4 W. fOUR Til
·1 R I-COUNTY CENTER
KENWOOD l'l.AZA
IIYIJE I'ARK SQU,\RE
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Basketball
record
cloudsindividual
highlights

Let's give
·America

.

a hand!
I~

By TOM USHER_
Sport• Edllor

--· ·

Following the Musketeer basketball squad this year was much like
· watching "the racer" at King's
Island. The team was constantly
reaching season apexes, which were
closely followed by sudden descents,
in chalking up an 11-15 record.
Team highlights included an 87-84
victory over Detroit, a great 72-62 ·
overtime win over St. Bonaventure,
for the first time in eight years; and a
77-72 pounding of Jim-Thordsen's
St. Joseph's squad. The squad had
just as many dissappointments
·-.
though. But as Coach Tay Baker
said, "When you're involved in so . · r.-many close games, as we were, you
,
feel you should have woo them a.It
· ~
·~.
This isn't right, howeyer; because · '~ · -~ ~ -~
everybody wins a few close ones, ~nd ·:rtf-~:~
loses a close one or two.'-' Ba~r went. ~.. . ~.J.: · · . .,_.
on to say that ·~we did~~:
,....llrMfMYMI
progress throughout. the 11ea10n, as I
. . . .
.
· .· .
.
.
. .._. ..
.. . .
,· ·
saw marked improvement in~.t~ · Senior fQn:ward·~ete A.cceHa lay•. tt;'-~o points ln·last Wednesdays.game
.
. •· ..•
team. However,we haddaepete~~l . ·. &.gainet Clevei~Cj ~.tate, the Muatdes last of the seas~n .. '>
to be a better team than we. were~~-. against--L~olA ~p-at the Wiridy City; .· averaged I 5.9 points · and . 8.3
Some individual. perfonmmces' Then there was·the·UCgame when.· r~bounds. per game. Jim Rip))!: led
were as good as any )n receitt Jim Rippe ~~k four. 25-footers in a ··: the w.ay in assist1Vand fr~e throw
Musketeer history this year. Like row. Free. throws :we~ .a Muskie . percentage. "Rip" had 56 assists and
when Mike Plunkett rifled in ~-i .· bugaboo:this seasoit,,.but in Dayton. shot 79,6% fr9m the charity stripe .
against Dayton at Schmidtth.is yellr. ·. ·.J~_Sundernian eooJ.¥sa~k 10· out of .. !'~reight. Train"· Foley top·ped the
And when Jerry Foley S£ored 26 , ··10: ·Pete Ac6:etta· bad !ii!l.-day against M'uskie starters in f~eld goal perc¢nwhen he:· canne.l ·~:· iest · :: ta.:ge with 48%, but Stan McCoy
points and controlled 21 rebounds·.· Wheeling,
:
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Mike Plunkett
Pele Accetta
Jim Rippe
Jerry Foley
Gary Oeldrlck
Joe Sunderman
Ron Laker
Tony Hubbard
Stan McCoy
Mark Wilson
George Miller
Terry Saln
Mike McCall
Mark Brinkman
XAVIER
OPPONENTS

•

-

XAVIER
UNIVERSITY.
·19'. 7....
4-'75 ·FIN
.
.
. At..·IASI'ITaALL:~TATisTtcs
. ··. · .. · .·· ';'·
.·.
. .
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26
28
28
25
22
24
28
21
22
21
3

6
1
1
26 .•
26

. 23
25
20
; 16
5
; 11
.I 9
2
7

i' ,,

0
1
0
0
130
130

.... .....

....

...S7

7~123

·.~8

.. 73-110

821
895
709
589
305
331
438
215
342
520
16
39
4

172·368
118-259
113-241
95-197
81-147
53-114
45-115
27-63
19--34
11-40
3-7
1-3

1-2

.500

3

().1
717-1588
735-1638

.000
.452

5225
5225

TURNOVERS: Accetta 56; Plunkett 55; Foley 51
Rippe 49; Wilson 49; Laker 45; McCoy 37.
Sunderman 27; Oeidrick 26; Hubbard 11;
Sain 8. (Xavier 414; Opponents 388)

...S9
...S2
.415
.465
.391
.429
.559
.275
.429
.333

.449

...589:..

... :ea..·

311-49 .
40-68
18·29
. 32·46
21-34
23-43
12·16
19-37
D-1

o-o
o-o
o:O

347·558
307--455

·U

~:~· :·;

.•798
34
.588
1io . .7.2
.821
1.5·
.34.
.698 . 114
4.11
.618
74
2.8
.535
58
2.~
.. 31 .
1.4
.750
.514
1.0
22
.000
8
2.7
0.5
.000
3
.000
2
.2.0
.000
0
.0.0
.824
93o . 35.8
.675
857
33.0

McCoy 17; Accetta 14; Sunderman 11; Oeldrlck

IIF~D

26

34.:

58
'35'
21 ;
12.:
28.'
5·
26
. 46

3
4
0
1

294

·6S-2
7.1·2
.52-1'.
53-1
31·0
82:2.
6S-3
43-1.
18--0
42·0.
().0
. 1·0
().0

O.o
503-12
550-19

....

A¥11·

414
306

16.9

.265

10.2
9.2
6;4
5.8
4.3
3.7
2.3
2.0
2.0
0.3
2.0
0.0.
68.5
68.3

230
140
138'
111

77

··so
4f
6
2
2'
0
1781

1177

~1_.7,.

BLOCKED SHO.T8: Sunderman 14; Hubbard 8;

STEALS: Plunkett 24; Rippe 21; Laker 20;
Foley 8; Wilson 5; Hubbard 4; Saln 1.

218
'·158·

8;

Plunkell7; Accetta 6; Foley 6; Oeiilrlck 3;
Lak.er 3; McCoy 2; Rippe 2.

..

•

showing by two Muskies in one chimed in with a 55% mark. Pete
game went to. Pete Accetta and Jim
Accetta led the team in minutes on
941-0520
.
Rippe, when both notched 26 in the
the hardwood for the second year in
·
victory over Detroit.
a row, averaging 34 minutes a game.
Suglno competition alloy crank set $43
Hutcheson sprint butyl sewup lires $9
Statistically,. Mike Plunkett won .
Looking towards next year, the
MKM Cuatom built bike frame $195
the scoring and rebounding titles for
big X will be without . Accetta,
CAMPAGNOLO parts-stock.ed·world's finest
HAS. 'Mon·Fri 4 to 9 P.M. Sat. !!am-6pm.
· the second ·year in a row. Plunkett , Deidrick, Foley, and Rippe; but still
will have si~ of their first ten back
Former St. Bernard standout and
Mi~sissippi St. transfer Dale Maarman will be ready to go ·also. Many
.. feel Haarman will replace Accetta at
. forward next year, On the 6-6 Haai'man, Baker. said, "Dale made just
about· every practice session this
year, and really knows our system.
He'll have no trouble adjusting to the
XU philosophy." Baker continued
saying, "Dale is a complete player.
Spend a little time studying a Piedmont schedule.
· H~ can rebound, pass, . and play
Then plan a weekend. Out on the ski slopes,
defense· well, to· complement his
enjoying an out-oHbwn .ball game, partying with
· scoring touch."
~omeone special or soaking up the bright city .
. ~egarding Joe Sunderman, who
lights. Or home with t'he. folks. We've got a place
· · finished his first year in the Muskie
for you. And aWeekend-PiuE; Plan to help stretch •
. pivot, the leader in blocked shots;
Baker commented; "Joe got the
your funds. Just leave onSaturdc:iY and return
. needed exposure and competition
before noon Monqay. You.'llsav~ up to 50% on the
this year, to help him neKt season.
retu~n portion of your round trip ticket, and fiy..with, ·.
·:
His competetiveness made Foley..
confirmed rese~vations to ahy of over 75 Piedmont.
.an~. J.ony Hubbard better c~::nters
cities. For information, se~ your' travel ag'ent or call
·this year als~.'~ . . · . ..
. .: .
Piedmont. Take us up.
·. . .
• . · .· ·. · · .· .. ·: .: ·.
;. ~_i!.cru!ting .will. be the key to ·next
i··
. yea~,' though, as t.he MuskieS sCai"ch
..for speedy, quick players. lri par. ticular ~ U, will be fishing·. for a ..
speedy little guard, with great defensive ability. Not only is X loolcing at
· big . high school names, they aiso
have their magnifying glass over the
heads of a few junior college players. ·
This · is the critical month for
recruiting, as high school tou·rnaments wind down. -First signees
. •
can't be announced· ~ri~HA-pi-il 19th:·. · · · · · ·
SAM'S PRO BIKE SHOP

1975

'1975

ECONOMY SUMMER ABROAD
1, ...

All Modern Language Levels, Civilization, History,
Literature, etc.
·

SPANISH
GERMAN

BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
·STROBL, AUSTRIA
* * * * *

in
in

College and Graduate School Credits
•

*

*

*

Financial Aid Available

Summer Sessions Office ·
Xavier University
Ci11cinnati, Ohio 45207 /'
.~··

Call: (513)
745-3601
745-3355
745-3628
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and· stretch·
your bucks.
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JV's and
Skydivers await spring,
women end chance for jumping again
seasons
The writer, Mark Modic, is president of the Xavier Skydiving Club.

By BOONE KIRKMAN
Xavier

Newa Sl8ff Writer

Xavier had two winners this
season. One of them was the Junior
Varsity. B-Ball team and the other
was the women's basketball team,
which won 9 out of 10 games. Six of
the decisions were decided by 20
points or ·more in favor of the
Muskies.
These overwhelming stats would
indicate .that the competition was
not too keen. Coach Tony
Bruneman looked at women's
basketball in this area as being diVided basicallyintotwocainps. "There
are the haves and tltC have nots; we
are a ·have. ·not school," Bruneman
told the News. · · : . :.
What he ineans by ".have ~ot" is that
xu does not giye'any scholarships,
as does Northern -l(.eritucky ~tate
(the only XaVier los~). arid d~ have
the same type of women's Physical
Education Prog~:am as· do other
schools,·· particularly · women's
colleges~ hi,·competirig against cer~
tain state .schools· · and private
women's schoolS wittt .well established programs, XaVier is very much at
a disadvamase. · . · ·
..
But ·what is lost in this situation is
gained by~~- Mus ides' traimns....
work.· harder,· at .it," .Tony. com-··
mente~ .. This_ ~d'"worli: iertaii:tly
paid off thii yea(;. when the. xu
women were able to·- dominate hall
contr.ol and re~uiids; · · · ·
Next season iooks like it could he
much .
Coach Bruneman is

we-

bCtter.

ROW .wei'kiDi

oilt.his R!UOD .Chectlile

and is tryina .to.elilliiDIIee the. uDcompetitive teams XaVier piayed this
year,. heefjng up the .Chedule with·.
more competitive: sehQels.c Xavier
will not play~~ Iafpr state schools
like Cincinnati. 0.. ·Miami, and will
not take on ineatsJ:iftde'-like.Mt. Si... ·
Joe's, though;
Also, riext year Jour of this year's '
five regular starters. will return. The·.
three top scorers and rebounders will
return. This includes the two
mainstays of this year's team~ .Katie
Stratman. and.· !'!laney Soehrgen.
Bruneinan feets thitt be had a "most ·
succeiuiful group of new players" thjS
year. Three fres~men, Vjcki Hanim, ·
who led the team with I LHcoring .
average; and · Jim Perkinson
eliminated 921. piris, averaging 153
per game.

< ·: ·' .: . . :· .·

"Why should I jump out of a
perfectly good airplane'!" is a common response made by those people
approached by the Xavier University
Skydiving Club ..
Everyone asks themselves this
question before their first jump, but,
afterwards you have your answer.
The answer is ... well, no single
answer is appropriate: the first jump
means different things to different
people. For some, it's the biggest
thrill of their life; for others, it's a
matter of proving themselves
capable of an exciting challenge.
. While the first jump is only the
. beginning, it is an experience unequaled. Jumping is one sport where
_there is always something riew. Once
the jumper completes his five static
line jumps (where the chute is opened by means. of a cord attached to the
·airplane), he proceeds on to longer
and longer .freefalls. Soon the
jumper · is doing delays of th1rty

....._...

seconds and attaining speeds of over
120 mph.
The jumper will eventually learn
.how to inake turns and do acrobatics
such as back loops, front loops; and
barrel rolls. Once the parachute
opens, the jumper will be able to
"fly" himself back onto the airport.
Contrary to rpopular belief, the
parachute is very controllable.
The XUSC was formed to share
this sport with the rest of the Xavier
community. Formed only a little
over a year ago, the club has seen 40
members jump during this period of
time.' The cl~b has a growing
membership rangirig from firstjump
students to jumpmaster-qualified
people with over 70 jumps. The club
already has its own budget and its
own equipment, thus making it
cheaper for the members to jump.
It would be ridiculous to say that
any sport is injury free, (jumping included), but the proper training and
the conscientious· attitude of all
those involved makes jumping the
safe' sport that it is. .
Jumping's worst enemy are those

,.

Xavier skydivers Dan Burke and Rich Vetter stand with jumpmaster Dan
Steffersen prior to a "snow jump" in Waynesville, Ohio.

people who know little or nothing
about skydiving but are self.:.
appointed experts. They will be glad .
to tell you that you are facing
"almost. certain death" every time
you jump. The XUSC is on the
Xavier campus to disprove these
misconceptions.

All those interested in learning
more about this exciting sport
should ritake plans to attend the
meeting on Thursday, March 13 at
6:00 p.m. in the Hearth Room. We
will have some equipment, a movie,
and free beer· for all those who at·
tend.

\.

Catchup
. weeks.
in6
.If you missed the first 2 years of
Army ROTC, you can make it up in
· o~ 6-week Basic Camp.
Frankly, it's tough. You cram a
·re~ar 2-year course into 6-weeks.
That'll keep you hopping. You'll earn
over $5.00.00 plus travel allowance.
There's no obligation for taking the
Basic Camp. In fact, you can quit any
tiJ.!le you like (but over 90% finished

last year's camp.)
Then, return to ·college and go into
the Advanced Course. You'll get $100
·a month and earn a commission while
you're earning your degree. ·
The Basic Camp is open for men and
·women. Check it out It's one summer
you'll never forget!
·
Army ROTC. The more you look at
it, the better it looks.

· · ·wrapup to page ~2

XU bowlers
host-tourJley;
For the first tim~ ever-the University of r:incinnati and Xavier University bowling teams co-hosted a .
tri-state college bowli~g match. This
took place at. the University of Cincinnati bowling lanes last Saturday,
March-8,
·
Besides . the · two host. schools,
Eastern Kentucky and Hanover
College (Hanover, Ind.) also par~
ticipated.
·.
Xavier won the team total pin fall.
The final tally was: Xavier 5328 pins;
Cincinnati 5256 pins; Hanover 5158
pins; and Eastern Kentucky 5050
pins.
Allen Bizub of Xavier had the top
pin count for any one bowler. AI hit
for 1150 pins (557~603), and Andy ..
Nutini, also from Xavier, was right
.behind him in ·second place with a·
total of 1131 pinii; Top series wer1Uo
Mike MurphyofUC\Yitha 663 (196~
200-237), Second\vas AI Bizub with
a 603 (222~2il4:.t77};,top gaine was
shot by Mike Murphy of UC with a
237 . .
The Xavier team scored well all
day, and their six game totals were:
Allen Bizub, 1150 pins for a 191 per
game average; Andy Nutini, 1131
pins for a 188 per game average;
Mike Brungs had a 176 average
totaling 1061 pins; Rick Brungs
chalked up I055pins,a 175pergame
uverage; and Jim Perkinson, 921
pins, av~fl~girg
.1.5}.
'
.
. p~r,g~l]lp,·.·.·.·.·.,
.
. . . .... ..
~

Thuncta~. Match 13, 1175

_,

Army ROTC
Xavier University
Cincinnati. Ohio 45207

I miooed the firot Part of
Freehman ROTC. Tell me how I
can make it up and otW atart the
Advanced Coune in my Junior year.
Min

Mno.

Mr.------------------------------------------Addin.~-----------------------------------------CitY----------------------------------------------StaatL------ZIP-----Phone'----•

,·,•,
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Attention
ALL

X.U. Concert Committee,Presents

AEROSMITH·

Manresa head Is sought
· · Once again it is time to look ahead to
next fall·and Manresa '75. For the
13th consecutive year. Manresa will
be held for incoming freshmen in
September before Orientation. Next
year's coordinator has not yet been
chosen. Any current sophomore or ·
junior who has participated in

History, Political Science
Urban Studies
Majors

with Special Guests

STYX
&
-RUSH·

Manresa, either as a participant or as
a staff member, and who will be in
Cincinnati for the summer is eligible.
If yoti are at all interested in taking a
large part in planning the Manresa
program for the Fall of '75, please
contact Marty Dybicz at 745-3159 or
Tracey Robson at 745-3322.

Brown-Bag Lunch

1:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 22 • 7:30 P.M.

Wende1day

$4.50 advance w/i.d.
$5.50 day of show·

Breen Lodge

A 8elldn Production 1ft COOI*IIIOn wltll WIBN

•.

For over 130 years we've been using
the word ~quality" in our advertising.
Once again, we'd like to tell you what
we mean by it.

••

•

..

•

~ ~.-~:~·,·~

. . . . . . . . . . t•••

~ Our brewery in 1844. ~ ..... ~. ··:~- .. -.....,._,~:.
:,.

.;.'

Blue Ribbon quality means the best tasting beer you can
get. A quality achieved only by using the finest ingredients.
and by adhering to the ·most rigid of brewing standards.
In Milwaukee, _the beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue
·Ribbon continues-to be the-overwhelming best seller
year after year. Blue Ribbon outsells its nearest
competitor nearly five to one. That's why we feel
we've earned the ·right to challenge any beer ..
So here's the Pabst challenge: Taste and compare
the flavo·r of Blue Ribbon with the 'beer you're
drinking and learn what Pabst quality in beer ,
is all about. But don't take our word for it.
Taste our word for it.
'•/

Pabst. Since 1844.
The quality has _always
come through.

PABST BREWING COMPANY. MILWAUKEE. WIS .• PEORIA HEIGHTS. ILL .. NEWARK. N.J .• LOS ANGELES. CAL.. PABST. GA .
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Xavier l_)lates, roaring down Dana, fishtailing

o~to Vtctory Parkway, squealing into the

eturn of the Van de
raff Generator
y Tom Flynn
A fake fortuneteller can be tolerated. But an
authentic soothsayer should be shot on sight.
Cassandra did not get half the kicking around
he deserved. - Robert • Heinlein
Nothing ever gets built on schedule or within
.
budget. - Cheops' Law
Late last October, an apparently authentic
transcript ofa radio broadcast dated 1987 was
' ound under a van Graaf generator in Logan
Hall. Baffled Federal authorities. returned it to
Logan last week, after several months of
rustrating experiments which gave no clue as
to how that prodigious displacement of time
may have occurred. After an experiment in
phlogiston chemistry performed Monday
night, another scrap of paper was discovered
under the van de Graaf generator.
Like the .first one, it is a transcript ofan inerview produced and broadcast by the News
Department of the university radio station,
WVXU-FM. Also like the first one, it is
resented here without comment.
This transcript is dated March 28, 1978.
(Crowd noises, angry shouting.)
NNCR: This is Willy Pay, WVXU-FM
ews, coming to you from Victory Parkway
. here it bisects the scenic campus of Xavier
niversity. As I am speaking Xavier Security
. trying to disperse a group of protestors who,
rlier this morning, distupted the dedication
remonies for the Paul O'Connor Memorial
arehouse. Tear gas and a judicious use ofK.. .dogs have failed to discourage these twelve
lusty dc;monstrators, and it looks as thoughlwait a 'moment, here comes . a car bearing
h-\

YN-

·MAD

Hill-.

Fteldhouse driveway and-and-well, we
never used that drinking fountain much
·
anyway.
Two men are getting out of the car-it's
hard to tell from this distance, but it looks like
the University president and the Food Service
director! They're speaking to the mob's leader.
X. U. seems to be using its ultimate weapons.
The ·President is threatening a ninth tuition
increase-but the demonstrators refuse to
move. Here comes the Food Service manager,
and he's threatening to serve fish every day
next week unlessThat's it, the demonstrators have dispersed.
Now th~t things have quieted down, I believe I
can get a hol.d of -sir, sir! I'm from the press!
Yes, that's fine, thank you. I'm speaking to
Mr. Terry Bell, Xavier's new Director of
Public Relations, who barely had time to cut
the ribbon and formally open the new O'Connor Warehouse before the rioters struck. Mr.
Bell, have you any idea who the protesters
might have been'!
BELL: I know exactly who they were. They
were the twelve people who participated in
Xavier lntramurals this year, protesting our
use of the O'Connor facility. They never really.
got over our decision not to build this structure as an intramurals building.
ANNCR: Aside from that unfortunate disturbance, how would you decribe the mood of
the campus on the day of the dedication?
BELL· I think everybody is really glad to
have this vast undertaking completed at last,
finally ready for use. You know, we debated
for years and years how to best use the land in
front of the Fieldhouse, but back in 1974 we
left the talking behind when some fine administrators took positive action. The results
speak for themselves: the Paul O'Connor
Memorial Warehouse.
ANNCR: That Certainly is a fine warehouse,
Mr. Bell. But tell me, did you encounter any
major difficulties when you decided to ttirn the
I M complex into a warehouse?
BELL: Not really. A few supporters backed
out in protest, but our biggest single benefactor, the Corbett. Foundation, was superb
about the whole matter. They approved our
change of plans without reservation, adding
only one condition~very Wedne~day at
noon, we have to let WGUC cover a live
chamber music concert in the northeast corner, near the freight elevators.
·
ANNCR: I see. But what I find most interesting are the physical problems. What
. architectural dilemmas did you encounter in

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT
TO DO.
WHEN YOU
HAVE NOTHING
TO DO

THURSDAY.
FREE ADMISSION
FOR ALL GUYS

SUNDAY
FREE ADMISSION·
FOR ALL GALS

JUST 1o MINUTES FROM THE XAVIER CAMPUS
3225 Madison Road
East of Oakley Square

MAJ. GEN . .
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making the transition from gymnasium to·
warehouse?
BELL· Very few. When we had made a
definite commitment to redirect the construetion, Phase I was nearly finished and they'd
sunk the footers on Phase II already. Even so,
the conversion of those areas of the building
already completed presented fewer problems
than we had expected.
ANNCR: How much had to be done to the
Olympic pool area to render it suitable for the
new. demands?
BELL: None. We found a legitimate
warehousing use for the whole natatorium,
water and all. Food Service is using the area
right now,--which has had a really favorable
effect on the freshness of their fish dinners,
I'm told.
ANNCR: Oh, is that what happened? The
fish may be fresher, but they've tasted just awful.BELL: That's the cholorination. I keep telling the Food Service people they ought to shut
it off, but . . .
ANNCR: I see. What will be done with the
gymnastic and athletic equipment that has
already been purchased?
BELL: That is presenting some problems.
All told, we have an inventory of over $54,550.00 worth of athletic equipment that we
have no use for, and we're looking for ways to
get rid of it-preferably ways that will
strengthen our total warehousing effort. We're
especially proud of a pair of trade-off deals we
made. One Milwaukee firm is giving us
forklifts in exchange for horses and parallel
bars at a rate of one forklift for each eight
gymnastic· units; and a company in Norwood
is giving us 55-gallon storage barrels at a rate
of two barrels to seven deflated basketballs.
ANNCR: For the benefit of newcomers to
Xavier, could you tell me why the Board of
Trustees actually decided to . turn an intramurals complex into a warehouse?
BELL: There were a. number of reasons, but
I think the most important was that nobody
plays intramurals any more. .
A.NNCR: Oh, come on!
BELL: You don't believe me? Remember
those twelve protesters? They were the whole
intramurals bunch! You must recall what
things were like at the time that the IM center
was begun. Ground wasfinallybrokenin 1975
after students became so enthusiastic about intramurals that· Schmidt Fieldhouse simply
couldn't accomodate as many I M events as the
students could.
·
ANNCR: And I gather that is no longer the
case?

BELL: Not by a long shot, and somebody
should've seen it coming. Of course there was
an intramurals explosion! Look what happened right at the end of 1973!
ANNCR: What did happen right at the end
of 1973? Besides 1974, that is.
BELL· They dropped football. After the '73'74 season, there was no more football at
Xavier, ever. And here were all these expigskinners with a couple of years left to go,
not to mention the football groupies who
came here to marry a jock. With football gone,
therewasonechoicelefttothem-totakeover
intramurals.
ANNCR: Surely you don't mean that the IM
explosion was just the prematurely-pastured
football players and their girls!
BELL: Not exactly. But look what these
people brought with them from intercollegiate
sports: stamina, discipline, a sports-oriented
social structure with plenty of openings for
anybody who could act like a horse. They took
all the energy real sports had required and
applied it to intramurals. Of course IM exploded! Any intramurals program would,
with that kind of talent in it.
ANNCR: But what happened after those
people graduated?
BELL: That was the whole problem. The
"IM explosion" was the result of some really
peculiar conditions that only lasted two years,
and the O'Connor sports complex was disigned on the assumption that the explosion
wouldn't stop. Of course when the jocks were
gone, by '76, IM events were being played by
the kind of people who usually played intramurals, the quality went down, and sixty
percent of the kids went elsewhere. There'd
never been an IM explosion, just an IM
leadership explosion. And then the leaders all
left.
·
AN NCR: Don't you think you're
overstating somewhat?
BELL: Am I? In 1975, almost every intram ural team lost its captain and passed the
job on to a Junior from the same old clique. By
1976, who was left? Does that look to you as if
the post-football generation had enough interest in sports to justify a building this big?
ANNCR: Certainly all the IM teams didn't
fade away in 1976!
BELL: No, the Water Fighting Team and
new girls' teams from Third Aoor Brockman
didn't do ~ad for 1976, but they ran mostly on
novelty. Basically, this year we barely have
enough I M teams going to keep the floors
dusted in Schmidt.
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Let's grease up

~inion

etters
Cites advice
from Plato
A couple of days ago, I came
across a quotation from Plato's
Republic which I thought applied
remarkably well to last December's
actions by student representatives
and the Board of Trustees in rega.rd
to the tuition increases:
Do not cities appear to you to
·do just the same as these sick men,
when they are badly governed imd
forewarn their people not to meddle with th~ir city's constitutionon penalty of death to anyone
who tries to do this:! But whoever
serves them most pleasantly.
governed as they are, and heaps
favours upon them. and cringes
and forestalls their wishes. and
shows himself clever in fulfilling
them-there's their good man
and true, there's their fountain of
wisdom. there's the man they will
honor. (Republic. IV)
When student representatives get
screwed by the administration and
do nothing about it but say"Thank
you," one has to begin to wonder
whose side they are on. Perhaps the
time has come to say and do what we
the students of Xavier believe to be
right. rather ihan to ask permission
to do so.
This is presented, then. as a
challenge 'to student leaders: that
you do what is best for the students
whom you (supposedly) represent
and what they want you to ·do. instead of what the administration
wants you to do.
Dave Ellerbrock
Class of '75

Thanks for
·assistance during accident
I would like to bring to your attentio. and the attention of the Xa,·ier
Community. the praise worthy actions of one of our students: James
C. McDonoul!h. The enclosed letter
will sen c in t;stimony to his actions:
\h· sister. Sbtcr M. lmrnacL~lata. and I wish to c.xprcss
llUI' sincere thanks for the unselfish assistance sho\\ n to us duriIll! our recent accident'in Ciricin·na~ti. Your coural!e and kindness
'.I as most comrn~ndahlc. \em I
Po~geto

..

t.<r , ••

.....

Perhaps the Student S~nate and all of Xavier University has happy
days ahead. Any visionary (not to say "prophet," insidiously Campus
Ministryish as such a term may ring). ·taking stock of the trends and
omens. senses a more and more clearcut-not to say crew-cutpicture of things to come.
·
Finally to move away from reactionary concepts like social consciousness. student rights and responsibilities-you know, that "sixtics" shit-could this be hoped for our own dear little campus? Even:
·perhaps the advent of important, positive-action student projects.
Imagine the possibilities! People really getting in there, typing up
their ideas, polling their assigned dorm wings; the whole campus
reaching the ebullience of a real concensus about the colors of the
bleachers in Schmidt Fieldhouse!
Ah, Xavier, look what awaits you! Just a little extrapolation from
the talent, the attitudes, the straight-forward and insightful thinking
just now beginning to emerge, and it becomes obvious that a veritable
·
brave new world is around the bend.
What sixties? We can move, together and soon, into the wonderful

J!fiies-a renaissance of Jettersweatered, bright-eyed, regimented

collegiate-ness; and m~y the dissident sink out of sight. Get out the
goldfish, gang,- and Jet's have lunch.

know how the lady felt when I luiving a nice time or if the whole to this. I had been told that such an characteristic or" such undertakings
is a complete reshuffling of schedules
came to her rescue when she had situation was camotiflage. Then I audit appears on transcripts.
and
general planning hours before
Pursuing
the
matter.
I
enthought
maybe
there
is
not
so
much
her accident. At a time like this
one truly appreciates his fellow racism at Xavier as has been countered a variety · of responses. the event is scheduled to go on, when
suggested in the Xavier News. I con- One faculty member was unaware of it finally becomes obvious to
man.
I now have my own car again. cluded that. if racism does exist on the procedures involved in getting McGrath that his hopelessly tenSome $2.500 of repairs. Although campus. this may be the beginning of Dean's list audits on transcripts; tative original plan is falling to.
.
we are now having more after- trying to solve the racial problems. another informed me that no pieces.
·Mr. McGrath iswelcometowhine
affects physically-the mental We can have fun together. I like to recognition of such appears on
· party and so do you. The fact that transcripts. Upon receiving a note. about his "annominous" ·(sic) stage
anguish is subsiding.
I trust that by now you have I'm black and you arc white has no from my instructor that I had attend- manager who shafted him with toO'
received the box of fruit we sent effect ·on our desire to have fun. It ed a sufficient number of classes. the . much variety material; ·personally, I
· remains obvious that we are both Registrar's Office . told me applaud that unnamed- producer's
from Florida.
·
Again thank you and God bless human and therefore have common acknolwegement would be noted on intelligence in giving Mr. McGrath
desires and interests. Although we my transcripst.
just the kind of product that
you.
Finally. from Fr. Felton's office I McGrath himself would have turned
may differ in our viewpoints on cer.
Gratefully. tain subjects. are we so culturally learned that Dean's list audits out-an overproduced one. To
(name withheld upon request) different that we aren't able to get appear on transcripts only after the make impossible pledges of stage
student has inade an agreement with time or money and, at 'the last moalong'!
Let us consider the M1.1rch 7 get- the instructor at the beginning of the. ment, renege on them with feeble extogether the first step in bringing semester to complete all class cuses citing preventable disasters is a
about a more harmonious at- · assignments. including tests and McGrath trademark ..
mosphere. There does not have to be papers. and· then. has earned a passFor example: Mr. McGrath
that color barrier that so many peo- ing grade for the course.
promised workers on the 1M Dept.
I am writing in response to an arti- ple say exists. We can. by events such .
It is obvious from this lack of con- Haunted House in 1973 $2/hourfor
cle in the March 6, 1975 issue of as this. begin to erase.this barrier, see sensus that a definitive statement on all labor. McGrath certainly knew
Xa1•ier Ne11·s.
beyond the skin and into the person, the University's policy and how many man-hours that was going
In an article written by Mary become aware of similarities rather procedures for attaining recognition to mean, and, with hi~ powerful posiHenkel concerning the feeling of dis- than differences. and pass this har- of Dean's list audits on transcripts is . tion in lntramurals at that time~ must
satisfaction in the treatment of black mony on to future generations.
needed. ·
have known that the operation could
students at Xavier. she stated that
never break even under his pay
there were approximateiy 100 black
-Walter Wright Johnson
Tricia Reed poliCies. As is well known, the entire
students comprising 6% ·of the unHusman Hall
lntnimurals budget mysteriously
dergraduate enrollment. I pose a
collapsed a few days before the
challenge to the Ne11·s to find out in
Haunted House. McGrath cited this
Pt:rccntages how much financial aid
as his reason for :;uspending wages;
goes to this 6<;it and what percent ofalthough the work was largely comthe grants. scholarships. etc .. go to
pleted; and students who had turned
the other 940(. of the undergraudate
in 50 or more hours ~f work in a~
enrollment-a clear majority.
Thanks to· all the commuters and
Rav Lebowski's tetter. which I co- ticipation of a fat paycheck received
All things being equal. this 6% of dorm students who involved signe'd, properly berates Doug $10 or less.
the enrollment should receive 6% of themselves in Commuter Day. McGrath for the sad misha_ndling of
After moving to Social Comthe financial aid available to Xavier March 5, 1975. A total of 35-40 com- the Casino Night variety acts. But I mitt.ce fulltimc, Mr. McGrath next
students. Is this the ·case. or do the muters visited Kuhlman Hall and can't escape the feeling that. in held the 1973 Homecoming Dance
black students get more. or do they seemed to ha vc enjoyed the criticizing Mr. McGrath for an in- on the riverboat. Aside from the fact
get less and really have something to· refreshments that were. provided. ability to deal with his peers, Mr. that the boat was much too small for
be "dissatisfied" about'?
Lcbowski has failed to pin down the · the number of patrons, the Delta
The blacks arc not forced to sit in Dorm students also were very ap- .
Queen ·project . was a fiasco to the
the back of classrooms. The blacks preciative of the refreshments, as . real problem.
they kept coming in and out all day . Actua_lly. McGrath deals with his tunc of $1200 in red ink. Though I
have an equal. participation in and part of the evening.·.
peers beautifully.· He is personable; don't know all the details, it seems
classroom activities. If thev arc also
Fellow Resident Assistants in-· affable. witty, and smooth-talking. that McGrath hadn;t expected the
getting their fair share of afd. it is my formed me of some other things that
He has to be. to make his co-workers rental fee on the boat to run as high
personal opinion that' they would
sit still for the kind of "seat-of-the- as it did. Now, what kind of fool can
Commuter
Day.
Joe
happened
on
have little to be dissatisfied about.
the .size of a
Martin said that ·a teacher let com~
pants" administration he likes to rent something
·· lavish on big-budgeted projects. ·
paddlcwheeler without having a
muters
out
a
little
early
that
were
111
Timothy B. Theissen
his class. Bernie Healy informed me
After dealing with McGrath for as definite cost figure-and what is that
Class of '77
that members of her floor had con_ long as I could endure on four of his kind of fool doing running multimajor projects, I have discerned a thousand-dollar operations?
muters as guests that night.
Although there weren't great
pattern which typifies. a McGrath
. While we're on proms, the 1974
numbers of commuters who were acoperation, a 'pattern which I feel Hom ceo ming dance dropped
tive in this day. I'm sure the number shows him· unfit to perform the something like · $700-again, I'm
. that did participate, enjoyed their duties of Social Chairman. 'Briefly, told. because of a misunderstanding
day:
McGr,ath approacheseverynew pro- between McGrath . and a supplier
There has been so much talk of
A special thanks to Dave· Tom. ject with the avowed intention of concerning costs. This time, the
racism on campus that I decided to Director of Housing, and , Put
making it the biggest. b~st, and most product that McGrath seemiilly expoint out what might be the begin- Pholar, Director of Kuhlman· Hall.
grandiose undertaking of its type in pected $700 off on was mixers-but
Xavier history .. to· the neglect of it's still essentially the riverboat story
ning of a ne.w relationship between·
practical considerations. His all over again. .
black and white students at Xavier
·
Sheila May Gooch
University.· On Friday. Match 7.
During construction of- the 1974
Resident Assistant · bitterest critics cite a personal desire
for glory as the cause of this; my own Haunted House,' Mr. McGrath wcin
thcr·~ ·was a so·cial gathering at
4th floor, Kuhlman Hall
feeling is that he is indeed trying to a $100 loan from Student Senate to
Mother Tucker's of black and white
do something special for his fellow finance the construction of the facilistudents wh·o came to. listen to the
students, .but gets so enthusiastic ty under my directions. On receipt of
sounds of the Urban Renewal. band.
that he overlooks routine practical the loan, McGrath came to me and
The band plays a variety of rnusic
problems. especially in the produc- · boasted that Senat!! had Kiven him
hut spcciali7.e!i in what is called soul
·
tion of "staged" events.
music. The crowd was mixed·and the
$100-and that he planned to use
A McGrath-run event typically this newfound bounty to s1;1rprise-the
atmosphere pleasant. I saw no signs
of racial prejudice. Everyone seemed
Last se_mcstcr I took advantage of turns up way in the red or in default volunteer labor with ·unexpected
to he ha\·ing an enjoyable evening. ·the Dean's list audit which enables on major obligations due to financial pay! Not until I had consulted with
After Mother Tucker's closed, I students ·of Dean's list standing to anomalies that were neglected in the
Lttten to pagt 12
of creinivitv; the other ma.ior
wondered if th~· people were really audit courses at no cost. In addition heat
' · ' · ' ' -J.),I •
··xiwterN..a·
... I ; ,

Should blacks
be dissatisfied?

Thanks for
Commuter Day
participation

Criticizes
McGrath's work

Start of ._.new
relationship ...

Finds free
· audit policy
. confusing
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An interview
with
the President

Rev. Robert Mulligan gives so.me
candid answers to some ·candid
questions.

On Friday, March 7, Ron Cserbak, a member of Xavier News staff,
interviewed the President of Xavier
University, Rev. Robert W. Mul- ·
ligan, S.J. Below are some portions
of the recorded interview.
CSERBAK: Do you have any
general comments to make?·
MULLIGAN: Well, I wondered
what happened to my good friend,
John Lechleiter, the editor. When I
saw him in September he said it was
important that we see each other frequently. Here we are, March the
seventh, and I've only seen him once
or twice. Has he passed away?
CSERBAK: No, he's alive and well.
MULLIGAN: Well, that's the best
news I've heard in a long time.
CSERBAK: In what way do you
think Xavier University has improved this year?
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. what happened
to my. good friend,
John Lechleiter, the
editor? Has he passed away?"

three years. We've. been asked by delay in some action. It's good to
.people to start a college for engineer-. know that -I'm missed.
mg.~ college of law .and a college of
CSERBAK:. What answer do you
n~rsmg. l feel that 1t would be un- 1 have for people who criticize the
w1se to start another college right Jesuits' style of life in light of their
now.
.
vows of poverty?
·
CSERBAK: Why do you think MULLIGAN: l think. the Jesuits'
Board of Trustees meetings should style of life is very moderate. St. Ig~ closed to student observation, in
natius, when he founded the Jesuits
hght of Xavier's goal of ·preparing said we should live comparable t~
students for responsible· behavior. the way the clergy in the country live.
And especially do you feel it's moral- . I think the life style is the minimum
ly right rather thanjustlegally right? for people who are required to teach
MULLIGAN: I think it's not just hard ·and work hard. How many
morally right, but legally right as other people return two thirds of ·
well. The questions-whicb·the,Board their slalry to the university?
of Trustees takes up,often,concern CSERBAK: What is the adindividuals, their sa!aries-anchheir . ministration's justification for .
perf~rmance.hhi_nk.t~et-a,putjlic ..,athletic scholarships? Do you see
meetmg they really can!Mreelyctake scholarship-funded football returup these issues. In a free.·assoc:iation ning to XU?
they can discuss ·~~es 'ii8Jld ... :~U.!-Lf.~~N: I think th~ justifica·pe~ormance with •fr~'~scuuion.·i'tiO.n:lforathletic scholar:~bipsist.hat
Thts freedom has been r-osmz··.... by those 1'n lved s
d · · · ·· h t.. ·
. , · ~- . . ..,~ .
. .. VQ .
pen ;_so~·muc : 1me ·.
a long tradition. Now'a~·to.t~e~n- . on·thelf sport.that room,; boaid,.and ..
tial action of the ·Boarif-Of41J:mlteeS, even tuition isjustifiedfottfiC:ar:Yice ·.
if the students want-to., it -can'be ·:they give;· I'm not in favor:ofldot ~f
reported to the University·Senate. ·scholarships. I think football'is an ·
So I think it's very·moral.
excellent sport, but I don't ·think
.

.

~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~~~;~;~~~;i;~~~;~;~;i;~;i;i;i;i;i;i;~;~;~;i;i;i;i;~;~
MULLIGAN: Academically, I've
been very gratified at the kind reception the faculty has given the ·new
Academic Vice President. He has
some good plans for restructured
courses and curriculum. He's met
particularly with faculty chairmen.
The faculty has been. very
cooperative with us, and this is
documented.
·
The second thing ·is about the
develop!llent of our computer
center. We're now able to· give ·the
students access .to. ·itiese. facilities ..
And the very use of-computers by
faculty and .studentsi've:Couod to. be
very difficult to (lo;:rrm:.f~cultyhave
shown even more.gener~sity .in: this,
by developing new cour.ses~ar~'und
our improved facilities.
· . ·
Thirdly, the .greaf ;~rit~n~st
the
faculty and alumni -:·in:~ our lib(ary.
Also, I've gone around the c~untry ·
talking to the alurilni/and-there•santerest in supporting. the ·l.Jniversity.
These are some· of the things I've
found to be quite positive.
CSERBAK: In what ways do you
CSERBAK: What do you have to there's any ~ha11ce of college football
think Xavier has deteriorated, or at
.say
to criticism that you spend too returning to Xavier unless someone ·
least changed? ·
little
time on campus with students' wants to donate funds to endow it.
MULLIGAN: I don't know of any
area where there has been any problems and too much time with CSERBAK: Do you think that the
deterioration. I suppose the best civic ceremonies and public College of Continuing Education
relations?
time to· evaluate is at the end of the MULLIGAN:
Well, the criticism is ·has· hurt XU's academic standard by
allowing students who can't enroll
year when each department submits
interesting.
Some
members of'. the through the day school into· these
a report and we go over them.
CSERBAK: Do you see Xavier university feel I spend too little time same underJEraduate classes?
changing; either to a . larger or on public relations, and I sho'uld ·
spend more time on fund raising. I · MULLIGAN: Business and industry
smaller university in the future?
MULLIGAN: I think we have room usually visit four or five colleges a· have told us that these people are
for about 500 more undergraduates year where I can learn things that we highly recommended. Only a very
because we're built for that many. I'd could try and things that we should small proportion of these students
like to see this growth, from about never do. While I'm away every Vice enter with special concessions. And I
seventeen hundred to about twenty- President has authority, and I've yet know many administrators who say
two 1. hundred. achieved in about to return to find that there's been any that_ because of these special con-

by.
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cessions these students have gone
through school. I personally know of
2 or 3 who entered with special concessions and who are now on the
Dean's list.
CSERBAK: What do you have to
say to criticism from black faculty
about a lack of acceptance and a lack
of hiring blacks. Also the lack of
community-neighborhood involvement?

"About hiring black
faculty, the department chal'rmen have
been trying, but it is
•
t h d f h · bl k
JUS
ar 0 Ire ac
·.;faculty. "
.

MULLIGAN: Well, what do you
·think of Dr. Harper's reply? In it he
says that he was misquoted, and that
the article set back a hundred years
what we've been trying to do. About
hiring black faculty, the department
chairmen have been trying, but it is
just hard to hire black faculty.
CSERBAK: How about the iack of
involvement in the neighboring com·
munity?
·MULLIGAN: We are really involved in the neighborhood, but
there just isn't publicity· for it. We
have a really great Montessori
program in the Over-the-Rhine area.
The program is bringing parents of
the children together to aid them in
developing greater parenting skills.
Secondly, we have two programs,
the MBA and the Masters in Corrections, where we are providing the
community with. professionals
drawn from the community. ·

. CSERBAK: What do you think of
-the job the XU News has done this
·year?
MULLIGAN: Well, I'm really dis-appointed in it in· a few things. For
example, a few weeks ago the News
printed that I was vacationing in
Florida. That was just not the case.
Another. example was a few weeks
·ago Fr. Deters was told that I said
you should come and see him about
the Jesuit Community incorporating themselves. This was not
the case. I don't think there's any
sinister motive, but I think you
should get your facts straight and ·
write with a little more objectivity.
CSERBAK: What do you think of
the ZOO U Nell's?
.
MULLIGAN: I'll have to get a copy
·of that, because someone asked me
about that.
CSERBAK: Why was the board of
Trustees meeting moved up an hour
in December, and who was responsible'!
·

l\1llLLIGAN: It ·wasn't. The board
always meets at 9:00. That month
there happened to have been a mistake made in reportinJl the time.
CSERBAK: Why was the announcement about the tuition change made
so near to Christmas vacation? Was
it just coincidence?
MULLIGAN: The decision had to
be made by Christmas because by
the first of the year, we start to talk
about contracts, and how many
faculty we'll be needing.
CSERBAK: How much power is
delegated to the Vice Presidents, and
how often do you oversee them?
MULLIGAN: Weill told you before.
about when I'm away they have full
power in the area in which they're
· vice president. Now as to how much
· I oversee them, l meet with each of
them about once a week.
CSERBAK:. Why should women
want to go to Xavier?
MULLIGAN: Because it's an ex-·
cellent University. I don't think
there's any more l could say.
CSERBAK: There were some
rumors that you sere dissatisfied
with Breen Lodge. Are you dissatisfied with Breen Lodge? Do you
find anything wrong with their
ideology'!
MULLIGAN: No. I received their
statement of goals as a special place
for three years. Breen Lodge, like all
other departments and services, will
be evaluated at the end of the year.
CSERBAK: Do you have anything
to say about the lack of contact with
students, do you s~e any mechanism
other than just seeing friends, or people who come up here? Some
mechanism to talk with the ordinary,
average student?
MULLIGAN: Well, I would be very
happy to talk with more students.
There are some 2000 undergraduate

"I would be very hapPY to talk with more
students ... students
should feel free to
come up and talk, or
give suggestions or
criticism if they
wish."
students. I told your editor· I'd see
him any time. Last year I think I
talked with fifty or sixty students.
I've had breakfast with some of the
hall directors, and I plan to do the
same with all of them. I just recently
went out to dinner with a couple of
students. Do you have any suggestion for any mechanism? This is
something in which I've hoped I've
been effective.
CSERBAK: Do you have any other
comments to make?
MULLIGAN: No, I think I've
zeroed in on what you've asked me.
I'd like to have·seen your editor. I'd
like to just add that students should
feel free to come up and talk, or give
suggestions or criticism if they wish.
Pege11
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from page 1
""The reason Black Awareness
Week is put on is to show what is going on; to hear from black
professionals." Johnson said.
Also cited .in the Mulligan letter as
a reason why previous Black
Awareness programs w_ere "disappointing" was that "One speaker
cren ridiculed the heroic efforts of
the Protestant and Catholic missionaries in Africa by distorting their
work and the motives that inspired
them."

U. Senate
from page 1

philosophy of community life. rather
than n criticism of "administrative
areas" like campus security would be
most profitable.
·
The re4uest of Dr. John Rettig of
the Classics Department that the university declare an official day.offast
and abstinence in light of the current
Food Crisis was voted down.
Although several suggested that
further study of an appropriate
response to the famine would be in
o.rder. skepticism about the
relevance of fasting to the wider international situation was expressed.
Mulligan remarked that "the university is already doing things," citing as
an example "scholarships to Third
World students."
New members representing
students and faculty will be elected
before the next meeting-of the University Senate.

at work. on a campus life study,
seemed unclear to many Senators.
Problems in such areas ~s
Maintenance. Food Service, Securi- ·
ty. and lack of dormitory concession.
machines were mentioned b_y Me- Sophomore Class president Greg
Caffrev. Public Relations chief Smith did I convince Mr. McGrath
James. Sassen suggested that a that there was a part in the concept
loan that specifies "we want it back."
As it turned out, only $40-$60 of the
$100 loan was actually used-quite a
cost difference from McGrath's
abortive "windfall salary" program.
The history buffs out there will
recall that during this period
McGrath demanl;led a compensation
package from Student Senate that
would have cost the University up to
$1500 annually to support him as
Social Committee Chairman. The
Senate sensibly refused; he sensibly
resigned; and if Rod Shearer had
sensibly accepted it instead of hiring ·
The lladl P... Is a
cl•alfled section
McG_rath at $40/week on Student

Letters
from page 10

available to students, lacuily. Md alaff of Xavier
Univeralty. Adaahouldnotexceecltwentywords
and mull beaubmllled in writing allheUniversl·
ty Center Information Dftk c/o Til• Becll P •
no Iller than the Sunday preceding publication.
no lid will be repealed. unless r•ub-

CAMPUS MINISTRY: II we had your tens of
thousands of dollars, we wouldn't need $200,
. would we? Zoo Sympathizer. Thank. you.
NORM· Thanks lor the vegetarian entrees. II may
only b~ .one small step lor Shamrock, but il's a
giant leap tor my digestive tract. Thanks again.
T.W. Flynn: Your diapers have been cleaned and
are ready to be picked up In the usual place. Crib
Diaper Service.
NEW AT BREEN LODGE: Sappito Was a Righi•On
Woman, Radical Feminism, Rape, My House,
Women of Wonder, and The Doll Maker. Come
and visit
WANTED: Portable, electric typewriter, used.
Needed nowl Cali Greg, 745-3159.
DEAR SWEATY: I can't stand the pain, I'll explain. ·
Please be mine. Hugs and Kisses, Teddy
FOR SALE: Realistic Solo-1 high efficiency
speakers. 6" ultrahigh-compliance. wooferwhizzer, walnut case. Good condition. A steal at
$35/pair. Tom Flynn, 160 Husman, 745-3707.
YES: Tucker's is open 2-6 every afternoon I

HASSAN. MOTORS, INC.
3St3 MONTOOMEAV ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHIO 4!1212
153 t-151500

10% OFF
on all service and parts to
X.U. students and faculty
with identification cards.-

ALIVE? - We offer a one-year opportunity to come Alive. Live and work
among the sick and poor people In
America. Share education and talents.
Learn from community and cultural
experiences. Develop philosophy of
· · Service. Live on stipend. Challenged?
Write: Sister Monica, 2335 Fairview
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
· $2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days). ·

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
!213l 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material Is sold for
. rese1rch assistance only,
Page12

Development money. I wouldn't which are not verbalized in Brady's Froman. He feels tlie Musk.ies
played a "hard nosed" defense whtch
have had to write this letter.
· script. The many~leveled set
The Casino Night fiasco, then, facilitates quick scene changes, denied their opponents, and thus
was shocking---just Doug McGrath .without which the length of the show took care of their offense. Especiall_y _
in their last 8 contests the pressu~e,
at his finest. Since neither McGrath would have been ponderous. ,All in
man
to man defense was emphastz- ..
nor variety act producer Dan Eigel all, director Barbara Kay has put
bothered to audition all the acts. it· together a very capable show . ed. Five times in these last 8 games :
was hardly surprising that this "sur- - hampered only by the script's con- the JV's outscored their· opponents ·
by more than 16 points.
- ·
prise package" would up too long. cessio~s .. to the . exigencies of
Of course the Junior Varsity team
Is this any way to run operations dr~mattzmg as. heavy a novel as
is hopefully a stepping·.st_one for ~he.
whose total operating ·costs and Cnme and Pumshment.
players into the varsity ranks. Mtke
liabilities run into the kilobucks
- MARTIN EDMUNDS
McCall and John Shay have a very· ·
several times a year'! Frankly. the
good
shot at a varsity spot. Other
idea of a man as reckless as McGrath
consistent players on the JV squad
seems to be, bei~g quietly allowed to
looking for the varsity shot are Mark
play hopscotch with that much
Brinkman, G~orge Miller, Tom Dee,·
General Fee money.. scares the
and Mark Baron.
daylights out of me.
Earlier in the JV season Terry
This year Brunemaifimplemented . Sain had proved his worth andMcGrath is a Junior, and unless
and
states
that
several
new
defenses
he is vigorously opposed he can walk
Coach Tay Baker put him on the varhis women have improved 100%
right into next year's Social Comsity squad midway through their
defensively.
Incidentally,
the
mittee Chairmanship. I believe that
season
..
Muskie~ also outrebounded 'their
on the strength of his record, Mr.
2
to
I.
The
key
opponents
this
season
McGrath deserves to be opposed
and replaced-probably by the pre- to success is in the fundamentals, or
sent officers of the Class of '75, who at least that's what Bruneman feels,
genen1lly have done an astonishing and more of the saine hard work'on
ANNCR: But what will happen now
job in all thcir social activities to the bas'ies combined with this years
that the Schmidt Fieldhouse has
date, hampered only by McGrath's returning experience and talent are
been condemned after years :of
persistent efforts to "help" them. I what he hopes will make the '76
Muskies even more successful.
neglect? What will become of sportsstrongly suggest that any or all of
,,
minded students then?
these people be considered when our
The other winning Xavier team
BELL: Don't worry. I hear the Unadministrators ask "'whether there is
iversity is planning to drop un- ·
any alternative to anot~~r year of this year was the men's Junior Varsidergraduate education entirely in the
ty team. In a 14 game schedule ~he
Mr. Douglas McGrath.
next year or two anyway, because
JV's won II, and took 8 consecuttve
the
Grad School makes such a big
to
end
their
season.
Coach
games
'thomas "Our Man" Flynn
· Dave Froman who took over the
profit. Then we won't have to worry
team midway· through the season
about sports-how many grads play
intramurals?
cites the JV's good play to team
balance.
ANNCR:This is Willy Pay; WVXUIn a good number of g~mes the
FM News, coming to you from the
starting five players have been in site of the O'Connor Memoria]
double figures, "we had one· game
Warehouse. Stay tuned to WVXU
Technically. the show is brilliant.
for "The Lutheran Hour" ....
where the high scorer had 14 points
Joe Tilford's lighting visually adds
and the 6th man had 10 points," said
(The transcript ends here.)
nuances of character and theme

Wrapup
from page -7

FLYNN

from page 9
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Crime
from page 4

How I unfooled IIIJSelf
about beer.
(A True story by Jim Scott)

Scott: "The Burger people were· talking to me about doing a commercial
about Burger." (Burger? I'd tried
it ·several· years ago - a good local ·
brew, but nothing to get excited
about.)
Burger: "How about doing one where
you compare Burger and Coors ... ?"
Scott: (Silently -"They've got to be
kidding.")
Burger: " ... You'd just shut yo_ur.
eyes and tell us which beer tasted
. . ...'' _
zmgter
Scott: "You've really got a good ·
beer' but couldn't we compare it. with
Bud or Strohs?"
·
Burger: "Your favorite beer is Coors,
right?"
,
Scott: "Well, Coors is Coors, man-."
Burger: "So we want you to compare
Burger with your favorite beer."
. ·
Scott: "OK-· but I think you're
kidding yourself."
Burger: "Look, Scott, just go home
and try your own blindfold test and
tell us what you think."
·
Sc()tt: (Fool) "It's a deal!"
(End of meeting)

Scott: "You're not going to believe
the results of my test unless you try
it yourself. Shut your eyes and .
compare Burger with your fa~ortte
beer. Maybe you've been foolmg.
yourself, too."

Sur9er
Beer
low better than ever.

